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EQUIVARIANT IMMERSION  AND  IMBEDDING
UP  TO  COBORDISM

r. e. stong1

Abstract. This paper determines the smallest possible integer

r so that a given manifold with involution is equivariantly bordant

to an immersed or imbedded submanifold of some R1 x R' with

involution 1 x(—1).

1. Introduction. Being given a class ae 9lf2 in the cobordism group

of manifolds with unrestricted involution, Bix [1] has defined integers

f/>(a) and ip(cx) by:

(a) (/>(&) is the smallest integer r for which there is a representative

(Mn, T) of a which immerses equivariantly in RST for some s, where

RST=RsxRT with involution 1 x (— 1), and

(b) v»(a) is the smallest integer r for which there is a representative

(Mn, T) of a which imbeds equivariantly in RST for some s.

Being given a, the fixed data of a consists of classes tx¡ £ ^„^¡(BO,).

Let ?/(a) be the smallest integer k such that each a, lies in the image of

5n„_J(Giit), where G¡,k is the Grassmanian of y planes in Rk.

Note. If a;= [Fn~j, Vs] £ SR„_i(50J.)) the condition that a, lie in the image

of 3î„_,(G3iA.) is that all Stiefel-Whitney numbers involving w,-(v) vanish

if i>k-j.

Theorem.    ¿(o.)=w(o.)=r](o.).

2. Proof of the Theorem. Clearly <f>(oL)Syj(o.) since an imbedding

is an immersion, so it suffices to show that r](a.)S<f>(tx.) and ip(o.)Srj(o.).

To see that r¡(a)S<p(a.), suppose (Mn, T)represents oc and f:(Mn, F)->-

RST is an immersion. Then on the (n—y)-dimensional component of the

fixed set F"~', the normal bundle in M, v\ has a complement p of dimen-

sion r—j, for Fn~j immerses in R3 x O and v' is a subbundle of the pullback

of the normal bundle of RsxO in RsxRr, which is a trivial r-plane

bundle. Thus v> is classified by a map into GjtT and r¡(o)Sr.
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To see that ip(x)Sr¡(oL), let a be given and represent a3- by maps F"_i->-

Gj.nM. Then the Fn~} may be imbedded disjointly in 5s for some large

s (s>2n-f-l will suffice) and the normal bundle v> has a complement p

of dimension r¡(a)—j so that D(v')<= D(vj®p) imbeds (fiberwise) in the

trivial bundle 5s x 5,(at) over Rs (in fact in the space Rs x D"{x)). Letting

N be the tubular neighborhood of the fixed data given by the union of

the D(v>), dN imbeds equivariantly in RsxSirW~1 or dN\Z2 imbeds in

5ix5P(»?(a)-l). The map g:dN¡Z2-^RsxRP(r¡(o.)-l) bounds in

RsxRP(cc), that being the condition that the collection of a3 come from

some a, and 3l„(5P(i))-»-3l*(5F(oo)) is monic, so g bounds. For s suf-

ficiently large (i>2n+l being sufficient) g bounds an imbedded manifold

with boundary //: rV—"RsxRP(r¡(o.)— 1), and taking double covers

//: IF—»-5s x 5,(a:Ul is an imbedding. Joining A^and IF along their common

boundary gives a closed manifold Mn, with the involution T induced

by —1 in the fibers of D(v') and the involution of the double cover on W,

and with an imbedding/: (M, 7/)—>-5s,',(°') induced by h and the imbedding

of D(v>) in R'xD^'K Since the fixed data of (Mn, T) is given by the

Fn~' and vj, (Mn, T) represents a, and so ip(u)Sr¡(a).

Note. Using a tubular neighborhood of dN\Z2 in W, one may make /

smooth.

3. Remarks.   One should compare this with Bix's result which com-

putes r¡(a) for « in a certain base for 5Tif2 over Z2.

To describe the base, one lets RP(n) have the involution

7(L*0> j xnl) =   L     x0> *1> > xn\>

and being given M with involution T, T(M) is S1 x M with (z, m) identified

with (—z, Tm) and with involution induced by (z, w)—>-(z, m), where z

is the conjugate of the complex number z. The base then consists of all

classes o.= riRP(nx)xRP(n2)x ■ ■ ■ xRP(nk)xMm, with the diagonal

action, M having trivial action and [M] forming a base for 9Î*, and each

«,>1
The fixed set of Fon RP(n) is RP(0) with trivial normal bundle, classified

in Gn,n and RP(n—l) with the universal line bundle classified in G,,n.

The fixed data of F(AF) is obtained by adding a trivial line bundle to the

fixed set of M, i.e. if Fn~i^-GUk, one is transformed to Gj+x-k+x and by

taking M with a trivial line bundle in Gx,x. For a product, the fixed data

is classified via the Whitney sum maps Gj.kxGm.n-+Gj+m¡k+n.

It is then immediate that for a.= TRiP(nx)x-■-xRP(nk)xMm,

■l(*) = i+nx-\-\-nk.

The fixed component of least dimension in r¿5F(n,) x ■ ■ • X RP(nk) X

Mm is Mm with trivial normal bundle of dimension j=i+nx + - • -+nk,
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and if [AfJ^O in 9?m, this gives a nontrivial class in 9ím(Gírí)c: 9[lm(50í),

so f]ioL)'^.i+nx + - ■ -+nk. Thus, one has Bix's theorem:

If  0L = TiRP(nx)xRP(n2)x---xRP(nk)xMm   with    [M]^0   in    9?m,

then -r¡(o.)=i+nx + - • •+nk.
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